Let U be a connected scheme of finiteétale cohomological dimension in which every finite set of points is contained in an affine open subscheme. Suppose that α is a class in H 2 (Ué t , Gm)tors. For each positive integer m, the K-theory of α-twisted sheaves is used to identify obstructions to α being representable by an Azumaya algebra of rank m 2 . Theétale index of α, denoted eti(α), is the least positive integer such that all the obstructions vanish. Let per(α) be the order of α in H 2 (Ué t , Gm)tors. Methods from stable homotopy theory give an upper bound on theétale index that depends on the period of α and theétale cohomological dimension of U ; this bound is expressed in terms of the exponents of the stable homotopy groups of spheres and the exponents of the stable homotopy groups of B (Z/(per(α))). As a corollary, if U is the spectrum of a field of finite cohomo-
1 Introduction Hypothesis 1.1. Throughout this paper, U denotes a connected scheme of finiteétale cohomological dimension d having the property that every finite set of points of U is contained in an affine open subscheme. For instance, any quasi-projective scheme over a noetherian base satisfies this hypothesis.
Definition 1.2 (see Definition 6.2). For α ∈ H
2 (Ué t , G m ), define eti(α) to be the positive generator of the rank map K α,ét 0 (U ) → Z, where K α,ét denotes α-twisted etale K-theory defined in Definition 6.1.
INTRODUCTION 2
This paper is dedicated to proving the following theorem, with the exception of the divisibility property, which is proven in [1] . 
In particular, eti(α) is finite even if α is not representable by an Azumaya algebra.
The first property is shown in Lemma 6.4. The obstruction property is proven in Theorem 6.5, and the bound property is established in Theorem 6.10. An analysis of the integers l α j , together with the divisibility and bound properties above and the fact that the period and index have the same prime divisors for Brauer classes on a field, gives the following, Theorem 6.12:
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In the conjecture, the dimension might mean either that k is C d , that k is the function field of a d-dimensional algebraic variety over an algebraically closed field, that k is the function field of a (d − 1)-dimensional variety over a finite field, or that k is the function field of a (d − 2)-dimensional variety over a local field. It is not known what the precise statement should be.
However, the conjecture is known to be false if dimension is taken to be the cohomological dimension of the field. For prime powers l e and l f , with e ≤ f , a construction of Merkurjev [19] can be used to construct a field k with cd l (k) = 2, and a division algebra D over k with per(D) = l e and ind(D) = l f . For general background on the conjecture and its importance, see [16] . It is known to be true in the following cases, where in fact the period and index coincide:
• p-adic fields, by class field theory;
• number fields, by the Brauer-Hasse-Noether theorem;
• C 2 -fields, when per(α) = 2 a 3 b , by Artin and Harris [3] ;
• function fields k(X) of algebraic surfaces X over an algebraically closed field k, by de Jong [10] ;
• quotient fields K of excellent henselian two-dimensional local domains with residue field k separably closed when α is a class of period prime to the characteristic of k, by Colliot-Thélène, Ojanguren, and Parimala [8] ;
• fields l((t)) of transcendence degree 1 over l, a characteristic zero field of cohomological dimension 1, by Colliot-Thélène , P. Gille, and Parimala [7] .
The conjecture is also known in the following situations. Saltman [21] showed that
ind(D)|per(D)
2 holds for division algebras over the function fields of curves over p-adic fields. Lieblich, in [18] has shown that this is also true for the function fields of surfaces over finite fields. 
, where k is algebraically closed. Moreover, in these examples, the exponent is the best possible. Twoétale stacks play a fundamental rôle in this paper. For background on stacks see [12, Chapter 4] . The first stack is Proj, the stack of locally free finite rank coherent modules and isomorphisms. Thus an object in the category of sections Proj V on ań etale map V → U is a locally free finite rank coherent O V -module. For brevity, such an object will be called a lffr sheaf. Fix a positive integer n. The second stack is the stack nSets of sheaves of finite and faithful µ n -sets, where µ n is the sheaf of nth roots of unity in theétale topology. The category of sections nSets V consist of sheaves F with a faithful action of µ n | V such that F decomposes into finitely many orbits. Objects will be called µ n -sheaves. The morphisms are isomorphisms. Every object of nSets V is a disjoint sum of µ n -torsors. There is a map of stacks, the unit morphism, i : nSets → Proj obtained by sending a µ n -torsor to the associated G m -torsor, and then taking the sheaf of sections. Disjoint sums are taken to direct sums.
Definition 2.3. Let α ∈ H
2 (Ué t , G m ), and suppose that U = (U i ) i∈I is anétale cover such that α comes from theČech cocycle (α ijk ), where each α ijk ∈ Γ(U ijk , G m ). An α-twisted coherent O U -module consists of a coherent O Ui -module F i for each i ∈ I, together with isomorphisms θ ij :
For properties of α-twisted sheaves, see [17] or [9] .
The locally free and finite rank α-twisted coherent O U -modules naturally give rise to a stack Proj α , where the sections over V → U are the α|V -twisted lffr sheaves. Proof. Suppose for simplicity that β is defined on the cover U = (U i ) i∈I by β ijk ∈ µ n (U ijk ). If F is a β-twisted µ n -set, then F i = F | Ui is a µ n -set for all i ∈ I, and there are isomorphisms θ ij :
where now β ijk is viewed as a 2-cocycle in G m , which is by hypothesis cohomologous to α. Thus i(F i ) and i(θ ij ) give the data of an α-twisted lffr sheaf. The details are left to the reader.
Both stacks nSets β and Proj α are stacks of symmetric monoidal categories in the following sense. Each category of sections is a symmetric monoidal category, under disjoint union and direct sum respectively, and the restriction is compatible with this structure.
K-theory
Definition 3.1. There is a functor K : SymM on → Spt, from the category of symmetric monoidal categories and lax functors to spectra. For details, see [23, Section 1.6] . This K-theory is always connective. If T is a symmetric monoidal category, let K n (T ) = π n (K(T )) for n ∈ Z. Example 3.2. If R is a commutative ring, and if Proj R is the symmetric monoidal category of finitely generated projective R-modules and isomorphisms, with direct sum, then K(Proj R ) agrees with Quillen's higher algebraic K-theory of R [13] . In particular, K 0 (R) is the usual Grothendieck group of R. Similarly, if X is a scheme, and Proj X is the category of locally free and finite rank O X -modules. Then the Quillen Q-construction QProj X of Proj X has a natural structure of symmetric monoidal category under direct sum. Quillen's higher algebraic K-theory of X agrees with the homotopy of ΩK(QProj X ).
and let T 3 K-THEORY 6 Definition 3.4. Similarly, for α ∈ H 2 (Ué t , G m ), let K α be the presheaf of spectra
with associated homotopy presheaves
and presheaves K α k . Remark 3.5. Note that the presheaf of spectra K α is in some sense the wrong choice of presheaf. The correct version would be to take Thomason-Trobaugh K-theory [24] . However, all of the computations in this paper have to do with theétale sheafification of K α . Since the two versions agree on affine schemes, it follows that theirétale sheafifications are isomorphic in the homotopy category.
, then the twisted unit morphism i β of Lemma 2.6 gives a morphism of presheaves of spectra
This map is crucial to the proof of the bound property of theétale index. Proof. It is enough to study the stalk (T β j ) x , as this is isomorphic to (T β j ) x . Since the K-theory functor preserves filtered colimits, because the classifying space construction does,
But, colim x∈V →U nSets β V is equivalent, by the arguments of [14, EGA IV 8.5] , to the category of finite and faithful
where nSets x is the symmetric monoidal category of finite and faithful µ n (k(x))-sets and isomorphisms. This category is a groupoid equivalent to
where S j is the symmetric group on j letters, and S j ≀ µ n is the wreath product. The notation means that the stalk is equivalent to the groupoid with connected components indexed by j ≥ 0, where the automorphism group of an object in the jth component is
Therefore, by the Barratt-Priddy-Quillen-Kahn theorem (see Thomason [25, Lemma 2.5]), the K-theory spectrum of this symmetric monoidal category is weak equivalent to the suspension spectrum Σ ∞ (Bµ n (k(x))) + of the classifying space of Bµ n (k(x)) with a disjoint basepoint. This spectrum is weakly equivalent to Σ ∞ Bµ n (k(x)) ∨ S 0 . This completes the proof.
If n is prime to the characteristic of k(x), then µ n (k(x)) ∼ = Z/(n). Otherwise, let m be the largest divisor of n that is prime to the characteristic. Then, µ n (k(x)) ∼ = Z/(m). Proof. Let p be a prime. Recall the stable splitting of Holzsager [15] ΣBZ/(p n )
Stable homotopy of classifying spaces
where, if k > 0, the reduced homology of X m is
Define C m as the cofiber of
where
) is the Moore space with
The homology of C m is
Therefore, the map
is an isomorphism (resp. surjection). Therefore, there is an exact sequence
Let M (Z/(p n )) be the Moore spectrum. It is the cofiber of the multiplication by p n map on the sphere spectrum S. Thus, its stable homotopy groups fit into exact sequences
These sequences are in fact split when p is odd or when p = 2 and n > 1. The Moore spaces M 1 and M 2 are the level 2m and (2m + 2p − 2) spaces of M (Z/(p n )). Thus,
By Proposition 4.1, the first p-torsion in π s k is a copy of Z/(p) in degree k = 2p− 3. Therefore, the first two non-zero stable homotopy groups of M 1 and M 2 are
Using the exact sequence (1), it follows that the first non-zero stable homotopy group of X m is π
The next potentially non-zero stable homotopy group fits into the exact sequence (1) at degree 2m + 2p − 3:
It follows that
The theorem follows immediately.
where q ranges over the prime divisors of n, then, for
Proof. This follows from the proposition, since
Corollary 4.4.
Denote by m j the exponent of the finite abelian group π
is annihilated by n · m j when j is odd and by m j when j is even.
But, µ n (k(x)) ∼ = Z/(m), where m is the largest divisor of n prime to the characteristic of k(x). The corollary now follows from the computation of Corollary 4.3.
Homotopy sheaves are isomorphic
Proof. Here is a proof for the case of α ∈ H 2 (Ué t , G m ). The proof of the other case is identical.
Let U = (U i ) i∈I → U be a cover over which α is trivial (this is possible by the local triviality of sheaf cohomology). Then, by Lemma 2.5, there are α-twisted line bundles L i on each U i . These define equivalences of stacks θ i :
when V → U i . These equivalences induce point-wise weak equivalences of K-theory presheaves:
This means that for allétale maps V → U i ,
is a weak equivalence. It follows that on U i there are isomorphisms of homotopy presheaves:
In fact, the θ i glue at the level of homotopy sheaves. It suffices to check that, on U ij = U i × U U j , the auto-equivalence of Proj| Uij given by tensoring by M ij = L −1 i ⊗ L j is locally homotopic to the identity. But, there is a trivialization of M ij , over a cover
This induces a natural transformation from the identity to θ −1 i
• θ j on V . But, the K-functor takes natural transformations to homotopies of maps of spectra. So, on V ,
6 The period-index problem Definition 6.1. Let K α,ét (resp. T β,ét ) denote theétale sheafification of K α (resp. T β ) with respect to the local model structure on presheaves of spectra. This is the model structure in which cofibrations are given by cofibrations of spectra in the sense of Bousfield and Friedlander [6] , and weak equivalences are morphisms that induce isomorphisms of all homotopy sheaves. Since U is of finite cohomological dimension, specific models are given by Thomason [26, Definition 1.33 ]. There are convergent spectral sequences, called Brown-Gersten or descent spectral sequences,
with differentials d 
Lemma 6.4 (Computability
Proof. This follows immediately from the convergence of the descent spectral sequence (2).
Lemma 6.5 (Obstruction
for any Azumaya algebra A in the class of α. Example 6.9. Let Q be the non-separated quadric with α the non-zero cohomological Brauer class [11] . Then per(α) = eti(α) = 2, while ind(α) = +∞.
Proof. Suppose that
Denote by m j the exponent of π When α is trivial, the natural inclusion
is an isomorphism.
Corollary 6.13. The map of Equation (4) is not surjective in general when α is not trivial.
Proof. For example, let k(C) be the function field of a curve over a p-adic field. Jacob and Tignol have shown in an appendix of [21] that there are division algebras over k(C) for which ind(α) = per(α) 2 . However, since these fields are of cohomological dimension 3, it follows that eti(α) = per(α). Thus, the map is not surjective for X = Spec k(C).
Conjecture 6.14. Let k = C((t 1 )) · · · ((t d )) be an iterated Laurent series field over the complex numbers. Then, for α ∈ Br(k),
eti(α) = ind(α).
One reason to believe this conjecture is that for d-local fields k, Becher and Hoffman have established [5] that the index satisfies ind(α)|per(α)
for all α ∈ Br(k).
